I t d ti • Introduction
• What is the problem ? is between a fifth and a tenth of a wavelength.
But the problem is old p f : 312 kHz => λ = 961m
Tip : for good ideas look in old radio-amateur publications Main problem: Evaluation of the energy stored in the reactive field.
• Chu: Equivalent ladder network (approximation).
• L.J. Chu, Journal of Appl. Physics, vol. 19, pp. 1163 Physics, vol. 19, pp. -1175 Physics, vol. 19, pp. , 1948 , p p y , ,p p ,
• McLean: Directly from the fields.
• J.S. Mc Lean, IEEE Trans on AP, vol. AP-44, pp. 672-675, 1996 13 , , ,
Chu's method
• Enclose the antenna in the smallest possible sphere (radius a) Enclose the antenna in the smallest possible sphere (radius a) • The fields external to the sphere are represented by a weighted sum of spherical functions. These mode are orthogonal, and carry thus power independently from each other independently from each other • Q is computed in terms of the time average non propagating energy external to the sphere, and of the radiated power. The energy stored inside the sphere would increase the Q inside the sphere would increase the Q • The computation is difficult, because :
• the total time-average stored energy outside the sphere is infinite, as for ti any propagating wave • A technique to separate the non propagation energy from the total energy is needed. Higher order mode i ti approximation Too complicated for many modes (difficult to • Too complicated for many modes (difficult to compute the energy stored in each capacitor and inductor of the ladder) We use an approximate inductor of the ladder). We use an approximate equivalent circuit for each mode
The ladder network: Lowest possible Q for circularly polarized antennas antennas 
Maximum gain of an antenna g
The gain is defined as • The gain is defined as Where S is the r component of the Poynting • Where S r is the r component of the Poynting vector and P f is the total radiated power, obtained integrating S over a large sphere integrating S r over a large sphere 
or effective surface 
Practical gain limitation g
• The wave impedance is reactive when j j '+n n ' • The wave impedance is reactive when j n j n +n n n n is large compared to 2/πkr • n increases rapidly when kr<n • n n increases rapidly when kr<n • The modes of order n>ka are rapidly cut off and are not naturally present in the field of an antenna are not naturally present in the field of an antenna of radius a • Modes of order n>ka will increase heavily the • Modes of order n>ka will increase heavily the stored reactive energy, but have no impact on radiated power radiated power 
